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Abstract 
Driven by the Internet of Things, devices and appliances will be increasingly connected to each other 

and the people within the home. In order for the communication to be possible a standard for 
communication is needed. In many cases there are too many standards, and for other cases there may 
instead be an absence of standard. This thesis provides a contemporary view of future developments of 
homes and the current standardization progress. Four domains in homes are investigated: the automated 
home domain, the sustainable home domain, the healthy home domain and the manufacturing home 
domain. Trends and technologies are identified that drive a change in homes. Services are described that 
may be provided in homes. The thesis discusses how services from different domains may be integrated, 
with a further investigation of the networked manufacturing service and its underlying communication 
infrastructure. Finally standards are identified and analyzed in regard to the communication 
infrastructure of the networked manufacturing service. 

The standardization development is progressing for each home domain. However, potential standard 
gaps are still present for many of the cross domain device communication. No standard has been 
identified for integration of services and integration of the business ecosystem in the manufacturing 
home domain. Similarly there is no standard for the software of 3D printing. New standards or further 
development of existing standards is needed to realize the networked manufacturing service. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 The Internet of Things 

As a part of future trends and developments, the coming Internet of Things (IoT) holds great 
promise and will have a big impact on our way of living. Even though the concept was first introduced 
more than a decade ago the topic is more prevalent than ever. During a presentation in 1999 
technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) tags were envisioned to be integrated in the 
supply chain to be able to pinpoint every item’s location in real time. This would result in greater 
transparency that would reduce waste and shorten time to market. During this presentation the 
Internet of Things phrase came to life [1]. The impact of IoT and application areas are immense and is 
not restricted only to supply chain management. The vision of IoT is to connect devices all over the 
world, enabling new forms of communication between people and things, and between things 
themselves. It grants connectivity for anyone and anything from anywhere at any time, thus adding a 
new dimension to the world of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) [2]. Figure 1 
displays the dimensions of the IoT. 

The end result of the IoT is the merging of the digital and the physical world, creating a complex 
cyber-physical system. The added connectivity enables sensors, actuators, RFID tags, controllers and 
other smart devices to be integrated to the Internet, allowing constant supervision and control by both 
humans and machines. In the short term, this makes it possible to communicate information to people 
and systems, such as state of equipment, location and identity of devices and data from sensors that 
can monitor a person’s vital signs. Previously this information was inaccessible, or it was collected 
manually and infrequently. A connected world promotes control and automation. In building 
automation thermostats register temperature which building owners can see and easily adjust. 

Figure 1. Dimensions of the Internet of Things [2] 
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Autonomous control may also be provided by the thermostat itself, adhering to certain conditional 
requirements. This in turn reduces energy waste and thereby cost, a result that is attainable in many 
domains [3]. 

From a business perspective the IoT presents large opportunities. It is estimated that the IoT will 
create $14.4 trillion in Value at Stake, i.e. the combination of increased revenues and lower costs that is 
created or will migrate among companies and industries from 2013 to 2022 [4]. In 2015 nearly 25 
billion devices will be connected to the internet, reaching 50 billion by 2020 [5]. 

1.2 Home Automation 

Home automation is one of the most promising application domains of the Internet of Things. It has 
prompted numerous companies to introduce innovative products and services, including Google, Cisco, 
Apple and Microsoft. According to Gartner, smart homes and smart commercial buildings will represent 
45 percent of total connected things in use in 2015 and is estimated to rise to 81 percent by 2020 [6]. In 
the future a typical family home could contain more than 500 smart devices [7]. Homes will be a bigger 
part of people’s lives. It will act as a staging area for IoT development and is an important stepping 
stone in the creation of smart cities. The technology is maturing and multiple commercial applications 
are available today, from controlling light switches, to setting home temperature to monitoring health. 
Discussions on improvements have mostly been held within each separate domain, but to increase the 
value of automation, domains should be integrated. The system for home automation will in its 
broadest sense henceforth be referred to as IoT home system. 

1.3 Challenges 

One of the challenges and barriers to home automation is the absence of standards and protocols. If 
services are to be realized, standards for communication will be needed. In 2015 it can be ascertained 
that much work has been done and in some instances there are too many standards, resulting in a 
fragmented ecosystem [8]. This is especially the case for common solutions. For other solutions there 
may still exist a standard gap, i.e. absence of a standard. In these cases there more effort is needed in 
the standardization effort and this should be identified. 

1.4 Thesis purpose 

The purpose and main contribution of this thesis is a contemporary review of IoT homes and the 
standardization progress currently taking place. As such this thesis is a strategic paper. The thesis will 
guide the reader through the different perspectives that surround IoT homes and standards. A review 
of current and upcoming standards will be presented and potential gaps are discussed; communication 
use cases that do not have a suitable standard, indicating that more standardization efforts are needed. 

1.4.1 Research questions 

The research questions in this thesis are: 

 What will the future of homes look like in relation to the Internet of Things? 

 What services will be provided in homes? 

 What does the communication infrastructure look like to support the services? 

 What communication standards are used for the infrastructure of a service? 

 What communication standards are competing and does gaps still exist? 
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1.4.2 Delimitations 

This thesis will consider four domains when exploring the future of homes in relation to the IoT: the 
automated home domain, the sustainable home domain, the healthy home domain and the 
manufacturing home domain. The automated home domain is about the everyday things that residents 
are exposed to at home, e.g. the fridge, the washing machine, door locks and lights. The sustainable 
home domain explores solutions to make the home environmentally friendly. The healthy home 
domain includes solutions to provide healthcare for residents at home. The manufacturing home 
domain investigates solutions for manufacturing at home. 

This thesis will not take into account potential legislative decisions that may undermine the 
feasibility of certain ideas presented. The thesis for example discusses the potential benefit of drones 
carrying out last mile transportations, while the Federal Aviation Authority in the US recently banned 
the use of commercial drones out of operators’ sight. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Research space  

Research challenges can be found in almost every aspect of a solution ranging from the enabling 
devices on lower layers to top layer business models. The research space for a complete IoT solution, 
and in extension to home automation, shows a cross-layer and multidisciplinary pattern [9]. See figure 
2. 

Explorations of IoT solutions should cover all the layers from the bottom device layer, through the 
medium networking and data processing layer, and application layer, up to the top business layer. The 
bottom layer of the solution is a series of innovative wireless sensor devices; the data from the devices 
are gathered through specific network protocols; the data is processed at different layers and analyzed 
providing valuable information to users; and business model and work flow at the top layer contribute 
to added values towards sustainable business. Innovations are found in all layers and cross-layer design 
and optimization is required [9]. 

2.2 Standard definition 

A standard is in its broadest sense a norm, convention or requirement that is shared by a particular 
group or community. In this thesis the word standard is used in its technical denotation; an established 
norm, convention or requirement in regard to a technical system. This is commonly referred to as a 
technical standard. A technical standard establishes uniform engineering or technical criteria, methods, 
processes and practices. It is called a de facto standard when a custom, convention, company product 
or corporate standard becomes generally accepted and dominant. Development of a standard may be 
conducted privately or unilaterally, for example by a corporation, regulatory body, military etc. 
Standards can also be developed by groups such as trade unions and trade associations. A standards 

 

Figure 2. Research space of the IoT [9] 
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organization, standards body or regulatory body often have more diverse input and usually develop 
voluntary standards; these may be enforced and become mandatory if adopted by a government or 
business contract. 

2.3 Network principles 

Below network principles are presented. These lay the foundation for the standard review later 
described in the thesis. 

2.3.1 Communication protocol 

In telecommunications, communication protocols define the rules two or more entities in a 
communication system adhere to when transmitting information over any kind of physical medium. 
Protocols may be implemented by hardware, software or a combination of the two, determining the 
syntax, semantics and synchronization of communication and possible error recovery methods. 

Messages are constructed according to well-defined formats (protocols). Each message has an exact 
meaning and is transmitted with the purpose of eliciting a response that conforms with that particular 
situation. Parties and actors in the communication ecosystem have to agree on the communication 
protocols. To reach agreement, a protocol may be developed into a technical standard. As an analogy, 
programming languages define the rules by which computations are done by a computer; protocols are 
to communications as programming languages are to computations. 

2.3.2 OSI network model 

The Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI model) is the standard for network architecture and 
describes how communication is accomplished across systems through a hierarchical layered 
architecture. The OSI model provides a comprehensive perspective of all the components that are 
needed for communicating between nodes on different locations. A layer is made up of an assortment 
of functions that provide services to layers above and receives services from the layer below it. The 
general networking model divides a communication system into seven different layers, as presented 
below. See figure 3. 

2.3.2.1 Physical layer 

The physical layer is the lowest layer in the model and defines the electrical and physical 
specifications for devices and its relationship to a transmission medium, such as copper, optical cable 
or radio. The purpose of the layer is to transmit a stream of bits over a physical communication 
channel. 

2.3.2.2 Data-linking layer 

The data-linking layer resides above the physical layer. Its main task is to transfer data between 
nodes on the same local area network and between neighboring nodes in a wide area network. The 
layer provides the functional and procedural means to transfer data between entities in a network and 
in some cases allows for detection and correction of errors that occurs in the physical layer. 

2.3.2.3 Network layer 

In contrast to the data linking layer that connects hosts within the same network, the network layer 
enables transmission of variable length data sequences from a source host on one network to a 
destination host on a different network. It serves the transport layer by maintaining the quality of 
service that is requested. The quality of service of a network is determined by its overall performance. 
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It can be quantitatively determined by identifying error rates, bandwidth, throughput, transmission 
delay, availability, jitter etc. The functions of the network layer include: 

 Connection model: connectionless model 

The connectionless model implies that a sender sending a datagram will not receive an 
acknowledgement from the recipient that the datagram has reached its destination intact. 
Connection-oriented protocols that requires acknowledgement exist at higher layers of the 
OSI model. 

 Host addressing 

Every host can be reached by its unique address on the network. Normally the address 
follows a hierarchical structure that breaks down the location of the host into different 
areas. Compare this to a postal code where some places are broken down by country, 
province, city and address. 

 Message forwarding 

For wide area communication, separate but connected networks forward messages to the 
correct network through devices such as gateways and routers.  

2.3.2.4 Transport layer 

The transport layer provides end-to-end or host-to-host communication, ensuring that data is 
delivered to the appropriate application process on the host computer. The services are accessible to 
an application via a programming interface to the transport layer protocols. Depending on the 
transport layer protocol, an application may be designed to use a provided service. The services 
provided may include the following features: 

 Connection-oriented communication 

Connection-oriented communication allows the sender to send its data and the recipient to 
respond or acknowledge. It is usually easier for an application to interpret a connection as a 
data stream rather than to allow for only one way communication. 

 Same order delivery 

At times it is desirable that packets of data arrive in the same order that they were sent, 
which the network layer generally does not guarantee. Certain transport layer protocols 
provide this feature. 

 Reliability 

Due to network congestion and errors, packets may be unable to reach its end destination. 
A transport protocol detects these occurrences, for instance by adding a checksum to 
messages, ensuring data reliability. 

 Flow control 

When a sending host transmits data faster than a recipient host can support, the buffer is 
overrun. In these cases the rate of data transmission must be managed.  

 Congestion avoidance 

Network congestion occurs when a link or node is carrying data beyond its capabilities, 
impairing the quality of service of the network. The transport layer can offer control of 
traffic entry into a network and keep bandwidth usage at a low level. 

 Multiplexing 

A node in a network consist of multiple ports, providing multiple endpoints to a single 
node. Applications listens for information on their own port which allows multiple network 
services to run at the same time.  
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2.3.2.5 Session layer 

The session layer is in some protocols merged with the transport layer. Its purpose is to open, close 
and manage a session between end-user application processes. The layer provides services of 
authentication, authorization and session restoration (check pointing and recovery) and makes it 
possible for information on different streams, sometimes originating from different sources, to be 
properly synchronized and combined. 

2.3.2.6 Presentation layer 

The presentation layer serves as a data translator for the network. It is responsible for the delivery 
and formatting of information. The application does not need to concern itself with how information is 
processed, it should only need to point at the data to be moved and the presentation layer deals with 
the rest. Services that the presentation layer provides include data conversion, character code 
translation, compression and encryption and decryption. 

2.3.2.7 Application layer 

The application layer is closest to the end user and is an abstraction layer that specifies the shared 
protocols and interface methods used for communication between hosts. It interacts with software 
applications that include a communication component. Typically the application layer implement 
functions such as identifying communication partners, determining resource availability and 
synchronizing communication.  

 

Figure 3. Layers in OSI model 
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Chapter 3 Method 

3.1 Thesis outline 

The thesis determines business and technical requirements of the IoT home system. Identifying 
requirements enable analysis of standards. The methodology takes inspiration from the work of other 
researchers at times, but mostly it has been developed by the author of this thesis. The work process is 
divided into the following steps: 

1. Identify trends and technological advances that affect or will affect homes. Describe a potential 
future of homes. 

What will future homes look like? 

Trends include technological advancements and sociological developments. Sociological 
developments indicate what drives a change for a home domain. Technologies show what a change 
may look like. If a technology is under development sources should be provided that describe how 
mature the technology is in order to determine how relevant the technology is for the near future. 
Sources include research papers, news and consulting forecasts made by analytics companies such as 
Gartner. Companies that make meaningful contributions to the future are mentioned in this step. The 
investigation is conducted for the domains the scope of this thesis is limited to. The information 
described for the domains is as follows: 

 Automated home 

What does the future home look like when common things usually found in homes are 
connected? 

 Sustainable home 

What trends and technologies will make homes more environmentally friendly in the 
future? 

 Healthy home 

What trends and technologies in healthcare will affect homes? 

 Manufacturing home 

What trends and technologies in manufacturing will affect homes? 

Through the output of this step developments, need and feasibility of a domain should be apparent. 
This step assists in extrapolating services in the next step. 

2. Identify and integrate services 

What services exist today, what services emerge in response to trends and how can they be integrated? 

The methodology for services consists of a service breakdown and a service integration as 
illustrated in figure 4. The service breakdown takes inspiration from the work of Xu et al. In their 
conference paper they recount that existing research rarely involve modeling and design of home 
service system and as such offers a framework to work with services [10]. Similar to their proposed 
framework this thesis breaks services down going from top to bottom. A house domain contains service 
subjects, which are business domains such as energy management, security, health etc. Service 
subjects are comprised of service projects which are sets of service functions fulfilling requirements in 
service subjects. These are bundled together if they share some characteristic. Xu et al. continues by 
dividing services into service behavior and finally to executable service actions. This thesis is interested 
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in the information that is transmitted, which 
can be identified in the service project. As 
such the service breakdown ends there.  

To understand communication between 
house domains, integrated services combine 
service projects from different house 
domains and service subjects. A service 
project is added because it is needed to 
realize the service or because it is able to 
serve the integrated service’s purpose. 

3. Conceptualize infrastructure 

What infrastructure is needed to support 
given services? 

The infrastructure should describe the 
device environment that supports the services. 
The picture of the infrastructure comes from 
identifying and clarifying the data/information flows: 

 From where to where -> network topology 

 What data -> sensors 

 What actions -> actuators 

 Who -> privacy and security 

 How to integrate the information -> data processing. 

Devices that fall under a certain domain will be bundled, adhering to a specific subsystem. 

If services arise due to device requirements then return to step 2 and add the service that 
accommodates the requirement. A device may influence its environment and be influenced by the 
environment. These instances should be identified and taken into account. Certain events and 
conditions should also be considered as they may influence what services are included. 

After this step a list of needed device-to-device or device-to-subsystem communication is created. 
These are communications that require standards in order for a service to be fulfilled. The needed 
communication are referred to as communication use cases. 

4. Standard selection and mapping to standards landscape 

Where do the selected standards fall on the standard landscape? 

In order to support communication between devices and therein realize services, we need 
standards that specify how communication is conducted and how data should be formatted. 
Information about standards is at first hand gathered from the organization managing the standard or 
from standardization documents. Selection of a standard is based on what application area it is 
developed for. Communication use cases presented in step 3 and the standard landscape determine 
where search for a standard should be conducted. 

Existing and upcoming standards are mapped to its domain and layer in the standards landscape, as 
seen in figure 5. The standard landscape is comprised of four vertical layers corresponding to the four 
domains: automated home, sustainable home, healthy home and manufacturing home. Additionally 
there are three horizontal layers called integration layers, which corresponds to the level of 
integration. The three integration layers are: 

 Business ecosystem integration 

Service Subject 

Service Project Service Project 

Domain in house 

Service Subject 

Service Project 

Service Subject 

Service Project 

Domain in house 

Integrated 
service Service Project Service Project Service Project 

1. Service breakdown 

2. Service  
integration 

Figure 4. Methodology for service breakdown and 
integration 
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Standards at business ecosystem integration layer integrate systems and services between 
homes and other entities. This permits coordination of functions, tasks and activities 
between actors using an application. 

 Service integration 

Standards at service integration layer enable devices and services to use all other available 
services in the IoT home system. Devices may use different communication protocols, 
platforms and operating systems thus prohibiting cooperation between devices and 
services. Service integration standards allow interoperability over different protocols, 
platforms and operating systems. 

 Device integration 

Device integration standards allow devices to communicate with other devices using the 
same standard. These cases are captured at device integration level. 

5. Standard analysis 

What is the relationship between standards and how mature is a standard? 

The relationship between standards mapped in the standards landscape is analyzed. The analysis 
answers the following questions: 

 Are standards that fall in the same domain and layer competing? 

 Can some standards collaborate or be merged in some way? 

 Which layer and domain are not covered? 

The maturity of a standard is considered which can be set to either high maturity or low maturity. 
The maturity of a standard is based on a qualitative approach. A standard is given a high maturity for 
every bullet below that is met: 

 The standard is approved by a standard organization such as ISO, IEC, CEN or SAC 

 The standard has many members and is supported by many actors 

 

Figure 5. Standard landscape 

Business
ecosystem
integration

Service
integration

Device
integration

Automated 
home

Sustainable 
home

Healthy 
home

Manufacturing 
home
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 The standard has been developed for a long time and been revised multiple times. 

6 Standard gaps 

What standard gaps exist? 

The standard landscape shows a larger picture of standardization gaps and if a layer and domain is 
not covered then this signifies a standardization gap. Standardization gaps will also be identified by 
analyzing the communication use cases presented in step 3. Two dimensions are considered for a 
communication use case to be fulfilled: standard maturity and relevance. Evaluation of maturity is 
described under step 5. A standard is relevant if the standard provides services for the device and the 
transmitted information. This is usually the case if the device and standard falls under the same 
domain. Relevance is divided into three segment: 

 Core segment 

A standard in the core segment implies that the standard supports the device and the 
transmitted information today. 

 Secondary segment 

A standard falls under the secondary segment if the standard is used in the same domain as 
the device but there is no indication that the device and information is supported today. This 
may be due to some missing functionality in the standard, specific hardware that the device 
would need which it is not usually equipped with or that no device manufacturer uses the 
standard even though the device and standard fall under the same home domain. 

 Not relevant segment 

A standard is deemed not relevant if the standard is not developed to support the device and 
the transmitted information. 

The device and transmitted information for each communication use case is evaluated according to 
the standard evaluation matrix presented in table 1. Green coloring implies the device and information 
is supported. Yellow coloring means more work is needed. White signifies that the device and 
information is not supported. 
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Table 1. Standard evaluation matrix 
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Chapter 4 Results 

4.1 Visions and trends 

The vision for future homes is divided into four domains: automated home domain, sustainable 
home domain, healthy home domain and manufacturing home domain as presented in figure 6. 

4.1.1 Automated home 

The value propositions of automated homes are improvements in comfort, safety and security, 
similar to the traditional smart home concept leveraged by most companies. Comfort is increased by 
enabling full control and supervision of devices, appliances and the home climate. Residents can 
control the home through a medium, such as a home panel, smart phone, tablet, augmented reality 
headset, or a personal home-A.I. The state of items (on/off, up/down/left/right) are supervised and 
easily controlled through the preferred interface as well as supervision of windows and doors 
(open/closed). The home climate includes for example temperature, humidity, air pressure, light 
intensity and sound/noise. Temperature, air humidity and air pressure are affected by weather and can 
be controlled in the home through the HVAC system (heating, ventilation and air conditioning). A 
sprinkler system apply water to the lawn, increasing the humidity in the soil. Light intensity or 
brightness is adjusted through blinds and lighting. Sound or noise coming from outdoor or from other 
rooms in the house can to some extent be alleviated through active noise control, i.e. having a 
microphone and speaker that together applies destructive interference to sound signals to diminish its 
amplitude, thereby the intensity of the sound. This is especially beneficial in rooms where noise is a 
distraction and a hindrance to the activity in the room such as study room, work room or bedroom but 
also beneficial for comfort levels in general. The home additionally adds comfort by helping out with 

 

Figure 6. Domains of future IoT homes 
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chores, maintaining itself while assisting the residents in the day-to-day activities. An autonomous 
vacuum cleaner robot help with cleaning and the home can at timely intervals hire cleaning services 
from other companies. Grass on the lawn is cut by an autonomous lawn mower robot. The home 
knows what food is in stock and suggests meal to cook from what is available. The procurement agent 
in the home adds items to the shopping list depending on resident habit, current stock count, state of 
devices or other services. As an example, the agent could read that the stock of batteries is low and 
add batteries to the shopping list. A device that malfunctions is registered and the procurement agent 
suggests buying a new one or downloads instructions on how it is repaired. Input from other services 
are sent to the procurement agent that adds items depending on the input. 

Safety and security is improved to prevent physical harm from human and non-human threats. This 
includes physical harm to residents and guests as well as damages to the home and items in it. The 
home acts proactively and reactively. It includes an intruder alarm with closed-circuit TV (CCTV) and 
motion sensing for presence detection as well as a fire and smoke alarm, flooding alarm, sensor that 
detect the quality of the air and sensor to detect levels of radon. A security company acts on the alarms 
triggered at home. Both the air quality sensor and radon sensor are connected to the ventilation 
system to change the air. If the home often register higher levels of radon then prudent measures 
should be taken, such as checking the isolation of the foundation and strengthening it if needed. 
Proactive security management could include simulating presence at home when the family in fact is 
on vacation, which could be done by controlling lights that mimics regular family activity. 

4.1.2 Sustainable home 

The purpose of sustainable homes is to lessen negative ecological impact of households, primarily 
by optimizing energy management but also giving greater awareness to residents’ material and energy 
consumption and assisting in recycling of waste. It is estimated that the residential sector consumes 24 
percent of total energy consumption in the world [11]. 

Electrical energy is today transforming on both the supply and the demand side. On the supply side, 
cost of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems has declined significantly, making installation for households 
more feasible. In Scientific American 2011, Ramez Naam describes that the cost per watt of solar PV 
has decreased exponentially since 1980, with an average annual reduction of 7 percent. At present 
rates, costs halve about every 10 years [12]. The trend is termed Swanson’s law, after the founder of 
SunPower, Richard Swanson [13]. In 2012 Germany utility-scale solar and rooftop solar PV reached grid 
parity, a crucial milestone [14]. Two years later solar PV systems reached grid parity in at least 19 
different countries [15]. By reaching grid parity, solar PV generate power at a levelized cost of 
electricity that is less than or equal to the price of purchasing power from the electricity grid. Solar PV 
is at the point of becoming a contender for widespread adoption without subsidies or government 
support. In 2013 the residential segment made out of 22 percent of the total installed PV capacity in 
Europe and has developed very rapidly in some countries. In Belgium 1 out of 13 households are 
equipped with a solar PV system. Although the European market outlook is uncertain due to regulatory 
changes gradual, PV system adoption of households is expected the coming years. [16] Energy storage 
is truly the missing piece for intermittent power generators such as solar PV. Battery research is 
progressing slowly [17]. Despite this commercialization of home batteries has started [18]. Creating a 
personal micro grid at home is becoming more reasonable. Future homes will become less dependent 
on the electric grid. For homes in certain geographical locations they may even go off the grid. 

On the demand side, automation and better energy awareness allow for more flexible and lower 
energy consumption for households. Sensors such as smart meters register household energy 
consumption down to an individual component level, creating greater awareness for where energy is 
being consumed. The data gathered can be acted upon by residents to lower consumption and thereby 
living cost. Smart metering alone has the potential to reduce energy consumption by 15 to 25 percent 
by timely giving feedback to residents. Residents’ energy use awareness is also crucial for the success of 
demand response programs; one of the most important features of smart-grid adoption for the current 
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and upcoming smart cities [19]. Demand response programs in the smart grid acts as an incentive for 
residents to adapt their energy consumption habits by feeding hourly electric prices. Thus energy 
demand is distributed more evenly throughout the day. This is further enabled by the IoT home system 
that may autonomously or according to a predefined schedule start energy consuming processes. The 
electric car, dishwasher and dry cleaner may for instance be charged during the night. Finally the IoT 
home system analyzes whether equipment that are on can be turned off or set on a level that lowers 
energy consumption and does so accordingly. For instance when residents are away, electric 
equipment is turned off and the temperature set cooler. 

With this in mind, the traditional energy model of power flowing from power plants to end users 
will increasingly be complimented by decentralized sustainable power coming from end users. New 
challenges include weather-dependent power production and balancing energy production and 
consumption. To address the dynamic supply and demand in a cost-effective manner, the smart grid 
will require a scalable two-way coordination mechanism that is able to communicate and optimize over 
a myriad of small to medium-sized controllable power generators and loads. Power generators and 
loads need to participate in the energy supply-demand market. In the future energy price will be 
determined by continuous bidding down on device level, handled by an auctioneer that aggregates all 
demand and supply of every household and every device to determine market equilibrium. 

Lastly material consumption is made smarter. The IoT home system guides residents in the 
procurement process, suggesting products that are environmentally friendlier than other offers. 
Residents can buy products made locally and products coming from corporations known for their social 
responsibility without having to research themselves. Waste recycling bins are equipped with sensors 
that sense when a trash bin is full and that waste has been recycled correctly. Collection frequency is 
determined by bin capacity rather than fixed collection schedules. 

4.1.3 Healthy home 

A megatrend that is currently changing world demographics is population ageing. It is taking place in 
nearly all countries around the world and will challenge society’s welfare system. In 2013 the global 
share of people aged 60 years and above was 11.7 percent. By 2050 this number is believed to increase 
to 21.1 percent [20]. A second trend, that is admittedly more controversial but more prevalent than 
ever, is technological unemployment. Recently a study involving 1896 experts in the field were asked if 
new technologies such as A.I. and robotics will displace more jobs than they would create by the year 
2025, half of which believed it will come true [21]. According to a study conducted at Oxford University 
of the US labor market, as much as 47 percent of total employment is at risk due to computerization 
within the next two decades [22]. It remains unknown whether technology actually can lead to 
structural unemployment, something that has been debated since the very first industrial revolution. 
What we do know is that in the past unemployment has been linked to lower psychological and 
physical well-being [23]. 

To cope with these challenges there is a need for democratized and distributed healthcare, which 
ICT is ideal to leverage. The ICT sector has introduced many relevant concepts, such as pervasive 
healthcare (pHealth), ubiquitous healthcare (uHealth), mobile healthcare (mHealth), telecare, 
telemedicine etc. The healthcare model will change in the coming decades. The current hospital-centric 
model will transform to a hospital-home-balanced model in 2020, to a final home-centric model in 
2030 [24]. The key strategy is home telecare which combines healthcare, electronic medical equipment 
and communication technology in the purpose of providing preventive care and healthcare services in 
the community and home environments. Studies have indicated that home telecare can not only 
reduce healthcare costs and the number of emergency hospitalizations but also improve quality of life 
and satisfaction levels of patients [25] [26] [27] [28]. 

Due to vast improvements in machine learning and the deep learning revolution, computers now 
learn by themselves only given data as input and time to process the data. One of the most powerful 
A.I. systems, IBM’s Watson, is currently tested in the medical field to help doctors diagnose and find 
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the best treatment [29]. This allows for decentralized individual healthcare advice on huge scale. In the 
future these systems will be able to find correlations between varying factors such as genetics, diet, 
lifestyle choice, local environment, age etc. and leverage advice tailored to people based on their life 
situation. Proactive healthcare becomes potent as the quality of advice gets better. The advice may be 
delivered by a robot. People respond better to robots than computer tablets in delivering healthcare 
instructions [30] and the physical presence of a robot results in more favorable reactions from patients 
compared to telepresent robots and virtual agents [31]. Robots have been proven helpful for patients 
with dementia [32] and making people more engaged in their physical exercise regimen [33]. A family 
robot may help residents to better manage their health. 

In the future people’s health will be monitored through wearables and medical equipment at home. 
The company Scanadu is an early stage company that is developing a suite of consumer medical 
devices. It has released a scanner that registers health vitals simply by being placed on the forehead. 
The scanner captures temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, saturation of hemoglobin, ECG and HRV. 
Their urine test kit can test for levels of glucose, protein, leukocytes, nitrites, blood, bilirubin, 
urobilinogen, microalbumin, creatinine, ketone, specific gravity and pH [34]. A lot of health vitals can 
already be captured today. Gathered health data during which the resident feels healthy act as a 
baseline for health. Deviations from that baseline are analyzed and compared to typical human health 
as a first step by a computer. When residents are ill they may contact the family doctor to ask for a 
second opinion. Treatment regimen is monitored to verify that is it followed and that it has the 
desirable effects. 

Psychological health is inferred from health vitals and in the future captured through how residents 
interact with the family robot, Apple Siri, Amazon Echo or some other A.I.. The company emospark is 
pursuing this reality. Launched on the crowdfunding site indiegogo they presented an A.I. home 
console that creates an emotional profile graph of people based on their emotional responses and face. 
The goal is to enhance and change/improve mood through conversation, music and visual media. The 
emospark A.I. will in the future work with other A.I., such as IBM’s Watson. [35] Although the 
technology is still in its early stages, it gives us a glimpse of what lies ahead of us. For extra help therapy 
is introduced. IBM recently partnered with Talkspace with the aim to assist in picking a therapist 
through Watson [36]. Furthermore, virtual and augmented reality does not serve only an 
entertainment purpose. Studies have indicitated that it is a medium to help alleviate psychological 
stress [37] [38] [39]. In the future medical doctors may prescribe virtual reality sessions at home to 
manage stress in patients. 

4.1.4 Manufacturing home 

One of the consequences we may see of the oncoming unemployment is an increase in 
entrepreneurship and freelancing. Today roughly a third of the American workforce is contingent [40]. 
Companies are hiring more part time workers to keep a flexible workforce. By 2020 that share is 
estimated to exceed 40 percent [41]. Together with digital manufacturing tools and a shift in 
manufacturing methods, manufacturing permeate to homes. 

Modern manufacturing is characterized by mass customization, one-off production, high variability 
of product types, small lot sizes and a changing product portfolio during the life span of a given 
manufacturing system. The traditional centralized supply chain process and manufacturing method is 
exceptional for high volume production of a small product portfolio, but it is also stale and inflexible. 
Sending raw materials and transforming them into a finished product in a centralized factory results in 
long transportation distances, a lot of overhead of optimizing logistics and manufacturing and a supply 
chain that do not synchronize with dynamic demand. With greater automation and digital 
manufacturing tools, the next step is distributed manufacturing. In contrast to traditional 
manufacturing there are multiple factories instead of one centralized factory and they are placed closer 
to customers and raw material providers. The optimization problem of the supply chain is simplified 
and better alignment with the characteristics of modern manufacturing can be made. 
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The distributed manufacturing strategy is spreading. AtFAB is an example of a company applying a 
distributed manufacturing model, but special in that it outsources manufacturing to manufacturing 
enthusiasts, or hobbyists, from the Do-It-Yourself maker movement [42]. AtFAB designs furniture and 
then send digital copies of parts to a network of independent digital fabrication workshops, mostly 
consisting of maker movement enthusiasts, which create the physical part of the copy. The parts are 
then shipped to an AtFAB facility that puts the pieces together into a finished product, which is 
subsequently shipped to a customer. In essence, the form of distributed manufacturing AtFAB utilizes is 
about substituting the material supply chain with digital information. The digital designs made by the 
company may be customized by the customer, characteristics such as size, material and color may be 
chosen at the customer's discretion, thus improving degree of satisfaction. Digital manufacturing tools 
such as 3D printers, CNC routers and laser cutters allow a physical copy to be created from a digital 
representation. 

A novel concept emerging combining the latest trends in IT, also characterized by decentralization, 
is cloud design and manufacturing. Cloud manufacturing, similar to cloud computing, uses a network of 
resources in a highly distributed and parallelized way. Manufacturing-as-a-service presents a growth 
area for the IT manufacturing industry. Cloud design allows anyone to upload and share designs with 
others as well as improve upon other designers’ drawings. Local motors is an example to use this model 
and is an American motor vehicle manufacturing company focused on low-volume production of open-
source motor vehicle designs co-created by designers, fabricators, engineers and enthusiasts in its 
virtual community [43]. Cloud design and manufacturing is considered to be the next paradigm in 
manufacturing and extensive research is being conducted on this topic. [44] [45] [46] [47]. 

These concepts make the case for the possible inclusion of manufacturing homes into the 
manufacturing industry. The capacity and application possibility of manufacturing homes is however 
limited by technology. It may be a viable option for simple products such as furniture, but for complex 
products it is currently not sufficient as CNC routers and foremost 3D printers have not fully matured. 
Enterprise 3D printers may be available within less than two to five years, while true adoption of 3D 
printing in manufacturing operations is five to ten years away [48]. However, a study from MIT 
revealed that 3D printing is one of the fastest developing technologies of today [49]. 

Due to the local nature of distributed manufacturing and new centimeter-accurate positioning 
systems with cheap hardware [50] logistics carried out by drones become viable. When the products 
are made they are shipped directly to the customer or to an assembly factory autonomously by drone 
delivery, thus decreasing cost and carbon footprint of transportation systems. The drone receives 
logistics instructions from the product RFID tag, the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system or 
manually by the resident. The weather forecast service provides the latest predicted weather so the 
drone does not take off in high winds and heavy rain. One company already aiming for autonomous 
light weight drone delivery for consumers is Matternet [51]. 

4.2 Fundamental services 

Fundamental services stem from the areas previously discussed, which can be divided into different 
service subjects. Within the service subjects are service projects that fulfill the purpose and feature of a 
service subject. The different service subject will be listed and service projects kept on an abstract 
level. Figure 7 displays an overview of potential services in the IoT home. 
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4.2.1 Service overview 

4.2.2 Automated homes 

Comfort service subject 

The service subject aims to create a living environment that is adaptable to residents’ needs in 
terms of comfort. Service projects include home climate control, chore assistance and device control 
and supervision. The climate can be controlled by a resident or an autonomous agent in terms of 
temperature, humidity, air quality and pressure, light intensity and noise. The IoT home system also 
senses where items are located, item stock count (number of batteries, food quantity, vacuum cleaner 
bags etc.) and state of items (on/off, open/closed, up/down/left/right, battery level, functional/broken, 
full/empty, past expiration date etc.). Through this data the IoT home system assists residents with 
their everyday lives and chores, such as procurement of goods, suggesting meals to cook with available 
food, cleaning by robots etc. 

Safety and security service subject 

Safety and security is improved to prevent physical harm from human and non-human threats. This 
includes physical harm to residents and guests as well as damages to the home and items in it. Service 
projects such as sensing cases of fire, smoke, water leakages and radon levels is provided. Intruders are 
detected through motion sensing equipment and closed-circuit TV surveillance. Electronic locks for 
windows and doors lock themselves when the home is empty, ensuring security without reliance on 
residents memory. If a fire breaks out in the home all the electronic locks are unlocked to allow rescue 

 

Figure 7. Fundamental service overview 
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people in and victims out. A security company or third party is hired and connected to the IoT home 
system to act on the alarms that are triggered. The sound alarm goes off when the security system is 
triggered to deter burglars and gather attention from neighbors. 

4.2.3 Sustainable homes 

Energy management service subject 

The energy management service subject contain service projects on supply and demand side. Power 
generators such as solar PV, wind turbines etc. produce energy and the energy storage service allows 
cheaply generated energy to be stored for later use. Energy use is monitored and feedback is given to 
residents creating greater awareness to what devices consume most of the energy. An energy use 
analysis service project may derive actionable insights on how energy may be lowered based on energy 
use. The smart grid provides information of future hourly prices, which allows residents and the IoT 
home system to prepare its energy use in advance and lower total consumption costs. Energy 
consumption is optimized to minimize waste. Devices that are on but not providing utility while being 
on are instead turned off, e.g. lights in an empty room. Levels in which a certain quantity resides in, 
conditioned on a given situation, can be made set more loosely, e.g. home temperature can be lowered 
when the home is empty. The IoT home system analyzes devices installed in the home, identifying 
appliances that can be replaced by more efficient appliances. This could include retrofitting lighting 
with low power lights. 

Material management service subject 

Service projects in the material management service subject are divided into reactive material 
management and proactive material management. Reactive material management includes waste 
recycling. Recycling bins are equipped with sensors that detect if waste has been put in the correct bin 
and if the bin is full. Collection frequency can then be determined by capacity instead of fixed schedule. 
Proactive material management involves procurement of environment friendly products. A 
sustainability agent in the IoT home system assists in the procurement process, suggesting products 
that are made locally and with environmentally friendly processes and materials. 

4.2.4 Healthy homes 

Physical health service subject 

Health monitoring captures residents’ physical well-being. Captured health vitals are autonomously 
analyzed by a computer augmented with machine learning capabilities. If deviations from the health 
baseline are detected the computer suggests possible actions and a family doctor is alerted who 
provide a second opinion. Treatment regimen suggested to residents is monitored to ensure that it is 
followed and has the desirable effect. The family robot helps residents be engaged in their treatment 
regimen by giving feedback in an encouraging manner. 

Psychological health service subject 

Psychological health is inferred from physical health vitals and captured through interaction with 
the family robot. Health analytics identify residents’ mood and psychological state. The family robot act 
as a companion and supports residents. For more complex situations remote counseling may be 
needed and depending on treatment suggestion more virtual reality sessions may be offered to relieve 
stress. 
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4.2.5 Manufacturing homes 

Administration service subject 

The administration service subject supports the manufacturing home to keep its primary activities 
efficient, since the manufacturing home is a business. This would include managing orders from 
customers and business partners, handling the information about the ordered product, processing 
payment details, keeping the customer up to date about the progress etc. Manufacturing specific 
procurement deals with procuring raw materials, other materials and equipment needed for 
manufacturing. Stock in the home is monitored and communicated with order management and 
procurement. 

Operations service subject 

The operations service subject represents the main service projects needed for manufacturing 
inside the home, from raw material use to just before shipping to customer. This includes 
manufacturing a product according to order, assembling parts to make the product and product finish. 
The actual manufacturing is carried out by digital manufacturing tools, such as 3D printers, CNC 
routers/mills or laser cutters, as products can be manufactured exactly according to instructions given 
in digital drawings. The product may be assembled in the manufacturing home or at the customer. 
Product finish includes painting, coating, cleaning or any other process that creates the characteristics 
that the finished product should have. The finished product is finally packaged for shipping, potentially 
containing an RFID tag with all the information about the product, the customer and any other useful 
information about the order. 

Logistic service subject 

The logistic service subject handles moving an object from one place to another. Drone delivery can 
be carried out for inbound and outbound logistics. Fetching raw materials to the home and shipping 
finished products to customer or other business partners. To create an autonomous manufacturing 
home logistics within the home is necessary. The home service robot moves raw material to the digital 
manufacturing tool, move a finished product to the packaging center and a packaged product to the 
drone. 

4.3 Integrated services 

The integrated services aim to integrate service across service subjects, using equipment that 
already exist but use it for other purposes and goals. Note that the integrated services listed below 
does not take into account every fundamental service previously described as listing all the possible 
integrated services do not fit in this thesis. 

4.3.1  Examples of integrated services 

Health conditional procurement 

Health vitals and the current physical state captured by wearables and health scanners pinpoint 
areas of improvement. Blood donors for instance suffering from iron deficits are usually given iron 
supplements from the hospital. The health responsible agent senses nutrient deficits and speaks with 
the procurement agent signaling that a resident could benefit from a diet including the specific 
nutrient. The procurement agent speaks with the refrigerator to assess what food is available. If no 
food containing the specific nutrient is found the procurement agent orders food conforming to 
resident diet and lifestyle. The food may be procured from local sources, minimizing negative impact 
on environment. If health monitoring is scaled to include the health of the community, viral outbreaks 
can be captured, alerting residents of for instance whooping cough in the area. The health analysis 
service takes the new information into account and knowing that there are children in the home who 
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are more vulnerable to the disease suggest taking DTaP (diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis) booster for 
safety. If the family has run out of DTaP boosters the procurement service orders more. To minimize 
the exposure risk of contamination a drone may be dispatched to fetch medical pills. Figure 8 displays 
the services that are integrated for the health conditional procurement service. 

Ambient assisted living 

Health monitoring in both physical and psychological aspects infer residents’ state of mind. During 
winter some countries experience very little sun light, inflicting seasonal affective disorder in some 
cases causing depression and weight gain. Ambient living helps residents by projecting energizing 
colors from lighting, as default playing mood improving music, the family robot reads positive news or 
the system suggests not watching thriller TV series late in the evening because it inhibits sleep. If a 
resident comes home after a long day at work the home may project a soothing living environment 
instead. The end goal is to improve residents’ psychological well-being by giving a mood contextual 
response. Figure 9 displays the services that are integrated for the ambient assisted living service. 

Augmented home security 

The intruder alarm in the home triggers in case of burglar attempt, contacting the hired security 
company to send units to the home. The alarm alerts the hearing impaired by setting lights to full 
intensity throughout the home in red coloring, which also draws attention from nearby people. The 
speakers sound on full volume and the CCTV records the event. The home drone is dispatched and 
instructed to follow the burglars if the police or the security company has not caught them. The 
coordinates of the drone and possibly its video feed can be acquired, transmitting the burglars’ 
whereabouts. Security may be further augmented by being connected to neighboring security alarms 
that notify them of a burglar attempt within the area. Home security may handle situations like fire and 
flooding in a similar manner. In case of grid failure the energy management service may prioritize 
energy allocation to the home security service through installed power generators or reserve energy 
found in batteries. Figure 10 displays the services that are integrated for the augmented home security 
services. 

Networked manufacturing 

Networked manufacturing integrates services from all house domains. To make the integration 
more complete possible scenarios and device requirements that justify the addition of a service are 
identified. Figure 11 displays services that are integrated in the network manufacturing service as well 
as components needed for a given service. Order management, manufacturing procurement and 
monitoring of stock are supporting services, ensuring that operations run smoothly. Manufacturing, 
product assembly and product finish are completed at a personal manufacturing center. The packaging 

Figure 8. Service integration health conditional procurement 

Figure 9. Service integration ambient assisted living 

Figure 10. Service integration augmented home security 
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center packages the product before shipping, embedding an RFID tag with information about the order. 
The delivery drone ships smaller products to the customer or a next party in the supply chain. A home 
service robot takes care of the in-house logistics, moving parts from one station to another. Waste 
arising during production is recycled. Energy services monitor energy consumption and allocate energy 
from the grid, energy generator or energy storage unit to devices according to its control space. Certain 
3D printers operate at high temperatures, up to 250 degrees Celsius for ABS thermoplastic filaments, 
which poses a fire risk. A smoke and sprinkler system detects and puts out a fire. The smoke sensor is 
connected with the local fire department’s system. Some 3D printers print with liquids. A leakage 
sensor placed adjacent to the raw material stock detects leaks and send a notification to a resident to 
take care of the leak so it does not damage nearby equipment. Certain 3D printers are sensitive to the 
ambient environment which influences the success of the print. 3D printers can be sensitive to ambient 
temperature [52], the material used can be sensitive to moisture in the air [53] and printing may also 
emit unhealthy air particles [54]. The 3D printer should coordinate with the thermostat and ventilation 
to ensure optimal ambient temperature and humidity. If a person enters the room the ventilation 
ensures quality of the air. If the air quality sensor registers high concentration of particles in the air the 
person needs to wear a protective mask for protection. Similarly, the person inside the room should 
wear a headset due to noise of the manufacturing and protective glass if close to a laser cutter or CNC 
router. The manufacturing site can be a dangerous environment to be in. Equipment in the 
manufacturing home communicates with a person’s bio-medical wearable when present. If the person 
is tired the equipment shuts down. Similarly if a child of the family enters the manufacturing room the 
equipment shuts down. The manufacturing home should be bright to inhibit tiredness. Noise coming 
from the manufacturing center disturbs other parts of the home. The active noise control service 
applies destructive interference signals which reduce the perceived sound intensity in adjacent rooms. 
3D printers and CNC routers are still very expensive, especially high end equipment. A security system 
with CCTV and motion sensing discourage burglar attempts. The security system is connected to a 
security company’s system. 
  

 

Figure 11. Service integration networked manufacturing service 
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4.4 Communication infrastructure 

A conceptual communication infrastructure for the networked manufacturing service is shown in 
figure 12. The services described form connections between components in the house. The 
infrastructure is divided into five subsystems: manufacturing subsystem, alarm subsystem, human 
subsystem, climate subsystem and energy subsystem. The manufacturing subsystem is composed of 
services directly linked to manufacturing. The alarm subsystem incorporates services for safety and 
security in the manufacturing home. The climate subsystem ensures that optimal ambient environment 
is achieved for successful manufacturing. The human subsystem conveys the needs of a person to other 
components. The energy subsystem allocates energy according to device demand, leveraging it from 
the grid, the energy generator or the energy storage unit. 

Subsystems and components communicate according to the justifications expressed in the 
integrated service of network manufacturing previously described. Appendix A shows direct 
communication between devices and subsystems. 

To convey the idea a scenario is presented with focus on the manufacturing services and subsystem. 
An order is received and managed by the ERP system at the personal manufacturing center. If the order 
is confirmed the stock of raw materials is examined to check that sufficient materials are available for 
manufacturing. Raw materials are procured if stock count is too low. The product is then manufactured 
according to design specifications with a 3D printer, a CNC router or a laser cutter. Afterwards the 
product is assembled at the personal manufacturing center and finishing layers applied. The home 
service robot moves the finished product to the packaging center, which puts the product in a box to 
facilitate transport. An RFID tag is enveloped in the packaging containing information about the order, 
such as product information, customer information and shipping destination. Any waste that is 

 

Figure 12. Conceptual communication infrastructure for networked manufacturing service 
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produced is recycled in the waste station by the home service robot. The box containing the product is 
attached to the drone for shipment where drone reads flight coordinates from the RFID tag. 
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4.5 Standards and alliances 

Below information about standards and alliances are found. The information is used to assess the 
maturity of each standard and alliance and also to place them on the standard landscape. Every 
standard and alliance is followed by an assessment. 

4.5.1 List of standards and alliances included in study 

Included standard 

AllJoyn 

BACnet 

Bluetooth 

Continua Health Alliance 

EPC Gen 2 

HL7 

IETF-IoT 

IHE 

ISA 100 Wireless 

KNX 

OBIX 

OpenADR 

PROFINET 

ROS 

Smart Energy Profile 2.0 

Thread 

WIA-FA 

ZigBee 

4.5.2 AllJoyn 

AllJoyn is an open-source software framework first presented in 2011, originally developed by 
Qualcomm but now maintained and promoted by the AllSeen Alliance. The AllSeen Alliance is a non-
profit consortium managed by the Linux Foundation developing the AllJoyn system to enable products, 
systems and services that can be integrated into the IoT. The alliance has over 160 member companies, 
including Microsoft, LG, Bosch, Cisco, Canon, Sony and more. The framework is comprised of 750,000 
lines of member written code and powers millions of devices today [55] [56]. 

AllJoyn works over various mediums, such as Wi-Fi, power line or Ethernet, regardless of 
manufacturer or operating system and without the need for Internet access. The software runs on 
popular platforms such as Linux, iOS, and Windows, including embedded variants. The client-server 
model is used to organize the system where for example a light would be a “producer” (server) and a 
switch a “consumer” (client). Each “producer” describes their capabilities via a service interface on a 
virtual bus where an xml file called introspection is uploaded. Service discovery is provided though 
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Who-has and Is-at messages. The service framework saves and lists all potential services, thus there is 
no need for a dedicated application for every device. AllJoyn works above the OS. The router handles 
device discovery and management of the dynamic network. Messages are transmitted between apps 
and firmware-based routers. The app-to-app message scheme eliminates the middleman and precludes 
the need for intermediary servers [55] [56]. Figure 13 shows the AllJoyn 
framework protocol. At the top level an application provides a number of 
application layer services and supports some service frameworks. The app 
layer services are defined by AllJoyn interfaces supported by the app. The 
application invokes core AllJoyn functionality to enable actions. The AllJoyn 
router implements core AllJoyn features including advertisement/discovery, 
session establishment, sessionless signals, authentication etc. The router 
provides a transport abstraction layer for each possible transport for discovery 
and communication. The router belongs to the application layer [57]. AllJoyn 
defines five base services which are common services used by many devices, 
providing a set of interfaces to enable communication between devices. The 
services include onboarding, providing a consistent way to bring a new device 
onto a Wi-Fi network; configuration, certain attributes of an application or 
device can be configured, such as its friendly name; notification, text-based 
notifications can be sent and received by devices on the AllJoyn network, also 
supporting audio and images via URLs; control panel, devices advertise a 
virtual control panel to be controlled remotely; audio streaming, many sinks 
allow for synchronized audio playback [58]. 

The device system bridge added by Microsoft allows devices using the protocols Z-Wave and 
BACnet to appear on an AllJoyn network [59]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Service integration in automated home. 

Maturity: Low. 

4.5.3 BACnet 

BACnet is a communication protocol for building automation and control networks which 
consolidates different regulation systems to allow for monitoring and control through a single 
application. Development of BACnet started in 1987 and is ASHRAE/ANSI Standard 135 and ISO 16484-
5. It is under continuous maintenance by the ASHRAE Standing Standard Project Committee 135. 

BACnet was designed to enable communication of building automation and control systems 
including applications such as heating, ventilation and air-conditioning control, lighting control, access 
control, waste management and fire detection systems. To implement the standard a party must be 
issued a numerical “vendor identifier”. As of June 9, 2015, 830 vendor IDs have been issued [60].  

The BACnet protocol provides mechanisms for building automation devices to allow communication 
regardless of the building service a device performs. Enabling exchange of information between devices 
is critical for maximizing building energy efficiency, indoor air quality and other aspects of green 
buildings. Protocol mechanism or services include Who-Is, I-Am, Who-Has, I-Have, which are used for 
Device and Object discovery. For data sharing the Read-Property and Write-Property is used. To 
standardize communication physical objects are given a virtual representation, the BACnet standard 
includes 54 types of objects. A party given a vendor identifier may implement its own definition of an 
object or use existing representations. The 2012 BACnet standard defines seven network types, which 
serves as the transport for BACnet messages: [61] 

 BACnet/IP (BACnet over an IP infrastructure using UDP/IP) 

 BACnet MS/TP (Master-Slave/Token Passing) 

 BACnet ISO 8802-3 (Ethernet) 

Figure 13. AllJoyn stack for 
a device 
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 BACnet over ARCnet 

 BACnet Point-to-point (dial-up telephone networks) 

 BACnet over LonTalk Foreign Frames  

 BACnet over ZigBee  

The BACnet Web Services specification allows external business applications to read and write data 
to the building automation system. BACnet/WS has been used successfully in the OpenADR standard 
infrastructure to communicate load shed signals from a utility server to building clients [62]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Service integration in automated home and sustainable home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.4 Bluetooth 

Bluetooth is a wireless communications technology used for exchanging data over short distances. It 
is intended to replace connecting cables while leveraging ubiquitous, low power communication at low 
cost [63]. The communication standard is managed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) which 
as of August 11 2015 has over 27 000 members in the areas of telecommunication, computing, 
networking and consumer electronics [64]. Bluetooth can be found in several markets: automotive, 
beacons and retail, consumer electronics, health and wellness, mobile telephony, PC and peripherals, 
sports and fitness, and IoT homes [65]. The Bluetooth low energy (Bluetooth LE, BLE, marketed as 
Bluetooth Smart) technology focuses on devices requiring maximum battery life instead of high data 
transfer rate, consuming between one half and one hundredth of the power of classic Bluetooth 
technology [63]. 

The Bluetooth core specification provides product developers both link layer and application layer 
definitions, which support data and voice applications. Bluetooth enabled devices form ad hoc 
networks known as piconets. Piconets are established dynamically and automatically as devices enter 
and leave radio proximity. Each device in a piconet can simultaneously communicate with up to seven 
other devices within a piconet and each device can belong to several piconets at the same time [63]. 
Service discovery is specified in the Bluetooth service discovery protocol which consists of a range of 
base universal unique identifier (UUID) in shorter form. It allows devices to discover services offered by 
other devices and their associated parameters through the UUID representation of a service [66]. 
Bluetooth core specification 4.2 works over IPv6/6LoWPAN [67]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in automated home and healthy home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.5 Continua Health Alliance 

The Continua Health Alliance is an international non-profit, open industry group founded in 2006 
with the mission to develop an ecosystem of interoperable personal telehealth solutions for people 
and organizations to better manage health and wellness [68]. Continua consist of nearly 220 member 
companies from across the globe with healthcare providers, communications, and medical and fitness 
device companies. As of today, Continua is the only organization putting effort in development of a 
standard that supports personal telehealth, including wellness devices and services [69]. The alliance is 
working toward creating an ecosystem in three major categories: chronic disease management, aging 
independently, and health and physical fitness. As of June 24 2015 the alliance has certified 70 
products from different manufacturers providing services from cardiovascular monitoring, strength 
monitoring to blood glucose monitoring [70]. The products make use of the ISO/IEEE 11073 personal 
health data standards [71]. 
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Continua’s products are powered with Bluetooth low energy and ZigBee. The Bluetooth low energy 
standard was selected since it accommodates low-power mobile devices. ZigBee will be used for 
networked low-power sensors. Through joint cooperation, profiles are created to support applications 
in healthcare. These profiles adhere to the specifications of ISO/IEEE 11073 personal health data 
standards. Profiles include blood pressure profile [72], health thermometer profile [73], body 
composition profile [74], strength profile [75] etc. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in healthy homes. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.6 EPC Gen 2 

EPC Gen 2 is an air interface standard defining physical and logical requirements for a Radio-
frequency identification (RFID) system. The standard is maintained by EPCglobal, a subsidiary 
organization of GS1. The GS1 organization is a not-for-profit global organization developing standards 
for supply chain business. EPC Gen 2 supports multiple features; untraceable function to hide portions 
of data, restrict access privileges and reduce a tag’s read range; cryptographic authentication of tags 
and readers to verify identity and provenance as well as reduce the risk of counterfeiting and 
unauthorized access; enhanced user memory for supplementary encodings (such as maintenance 
logging) during a product’s life cycle; “non-removable” flag for embedded tagging of electronics and 
sewn-in tagging of apparel, to indicate that a tag cannot easily be removed without compromising the 
tagged product’s intended functionality. The latest standard is EPC Gen 2v2. [76] 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in manufacturing home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.7 Health Level-7 (HL7) 

Health Level-7 refers to a set of international standards produced by the Health Level Seven 
International, a not-for-profit international standards organization. The standards specify the transfer 
of clinical and administrative data between software applications used by various healthcare providers. 
Data include booking information, lab results, patient electronic health record etc. The number 7 refers 
to the seventh layer in the OSI model as the standard focus on the application layer. The standards 
have been approved by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Healthcare Information 
Technology Standards Panel (HITSP) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO). HL7 
International was founded in 1987 and has today over 2300 members which include approximately 500 
corporate members who represent more than 90% of the information systems vendors serving 
healthcare [77]. 

HL7’s primary standards are those standards that Health Level Seven International considers to be 
most popular and commonly used [78]. The HL7 version 3 is the latest primary standard that aims to 
support all healthcare workflows. In contrast to the previous version, version 3 is based on a formal 
methodology and object-oriented principles. HL7 version 3 messages are based on an XML encoding 
syntax [79]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Service integration in healthy home. 

Maturity: High. 
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4.5.8 IETF-IoT 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is an organized activity of the Internet Society (ISOC). The 
mission of the IETF is to make the Internet work better by producing high quality, relevant technical 
documents that influence the way people design, use and manage the Internet. IETF has developed 
among other standards the TCP/IP which is the fundamental communication protocol for transmitting 
over the Internet [80].  

The IETF organization is currently developing a protocol stack 
aimed for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLN). Figure 14 
pictures the protocol stack for the IETF-IoT standards. 

The protocol stack operates on the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, 
which describes a Physical layer and a Medium Access Control 
(MAC) sublayer. It defines low-data-rate, low-power, and short-
range radio frequency transmissions for wireless personal area 
networks (WPANs) [81].  

4.5.8.1 6LoWPAN 

The IETF 6LoWPAN working group was formed to address the 
weakness of IPv6. The IPv6 protocol has a high overhead and 
restrictions that make it unsuitable for LLNs such as IEEE 802.15.4 
networks. The 6LoWPAN protocol that has been developed by the group lies between the data link 
layer and the network layer and aims to make IPv6 applicable for constrained networks by delivering 
three basic services: packet fragmentation and reassembly, header compression and data link layer 
routing [81].  

4.5.8.2 RPL 

The IETF ROLL working group focuses on building routing solutions for LLNs, specifically industrial, 
connected home, building and urban sensor networks for which different routing requirements are 
specified. The main realization of the IETF ROLL working group is the design of the IPv6 route-over 
Routing Protocol for LLNs, also called RPL, which covers the routing requirements of all the application 
domains [81].  

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration automated home. 

Maturity: Low. 

4.5.8.3 CoAP 

The IETF Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) working group was founded to work on the 
standardization of a framework for resource-oriented applications, allowing realization of RESTful 
embedded web services in a similar way as traditional web services, but suitable for the most 
constrained nodes and networks. The work resulted in the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP). 
CoAP and HTTP are similar in many ways, using the same RESTful principles and the client/server 
model. CoAP however has a lower header overhead and parsing complexity than HTTP. Unlike HTTP, 
CoAP uses UDP at the transport layer to allow multicast, which is commonly required in automation. 
Secure communication can be accomplished through the optional use of Datagram Transport Layer 
Security (DTLS) [81].  

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in automated home. 

Maturity: Low. 

Figure 14. IETF LLN protocol stack 
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4.5.9 Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) 

Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) is a non-profit organization initiated by healthcare 
professionals and industry with the aim to improve the way computer systems in healthcare share 
medical information. IHE promotes the coordinated use of two established standards, DICOM and HL7, 
to address clinical needs in support of optimal patient care. Healthcare systems developed in 
accordance with IHE are interoperable, easier to implement and enable care providers to use 
information more effectively. [82] IHE International works to promote the guidelines of design of 
healthcare system on a global scale. The IHE International organization has over 700 organizational 
members, representing 45 countries and 13 domains of clinical and operational expertise. The 
deployment of IHE specifications are facilitated by 22 national and regional organizations [83]. IHE is 
not itself a standard, but an organization that recommends how to use different standards, mainly 
DICOM and HL7, but also other such as syslog. In many occasions, IHE sets higher criteria than the 
underlying standard. The IHE technical framework is composed of integration profiles, which are 
different clinical user scenarios. In an integration profile a product could be an actor and information 
exchange between two actors in an integration profile is called a transaction [84]. 

In 2008, an agreement was announced for cooperation with the Continua Health Alliance [85]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Business ecosystem integration in healthy home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.10 ISA 100 wireless 

The ISA 100 wireless is an open communication standard developed for wireless industrial system 
automation applications by the ISA 100 committee, which is a part of ISA (International Society of 
Automation). The committee was formed in 2005 and is made up of over 400 automation professionals 
from nearly 250 companies worldwide. The committee is made up of different people and actors in the 
industry, such as end users, wireless suppliers, system integrators, research firms, consultants, 
government agencies and industry consortia, thus creating a standard to meet and respond to various 
needs. Members of the committee lend their expertise to the development of the ISA 100 series of 
standards [86]. 

ISA 100 wireless standard operates over IP/UDP and uses IEEE 802.15.4 protocol at physical layer, 
transmitting in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The protocol uses CSMA/CA (LBT – Listen Before Talk) and CCA 
(Clear Channel Assessment) technology to ensure co-existence with other devices operating on the 
same 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum [87].The protocol supports Mesh/Star/Hybrid network 
configurations and provides security at both the transport layer and data link layer. The transport layer 
protects the data, providing assurance that end-to-end mission critical messages received are secret 
and authentic. The data link layer security protects the network. It ensures that messages are flawlessly 
transmitted to the next node, providing performance and security diagnostics at each point. The 
system can verify that transmissions have not been compromised. The standard provides an object-
oriented application model that enables multiple protocols to exist within a single, interoperable 
network. It is compatible with 6LoWPAN [86]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in manufacturing home. 

Maturity: Low. 

4.5.11 KNX 

KNX is an OSI-based network communication protocol aimed for automation and control of homes 
and buildings, administered by the KNX association. The standard is based upon more than 24 years of 
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experience in the market and is approved as an open standard to the International Standard ISO/IEC 
14543-3, the European Standard CENELEC EN 50090 and CEN EN 13321-1 and Chinese standard GB/T 
20965. KNX is standardized to be coupled to other automation systems, both the US ANSI/ASHRAE 
Standard 135 as well as the ISO 16484-5 documents mapping between KNX and BACnet [88]. The KNX 
standard supersedes and converges three previous standards: the European Installation Bus (EIB or 
Instabus), BatiBUS and the European Home Systems Protocol (EHS). Over 370 companies worldwide are 
KNX members, offering more than 7000 KNX certified product groups in their catalogues. Application 
domains include lighting, blinds and shutters, security systems, HVAC systems, monitoring systems, 
remote control, energy management, metering, audio/video control, white goods etc. [89]. 

The KNX standard works over four communication mediums: twisted pair, power line, radio 
frequency and the Ethernet. KNX radio frequency (RF) operates in the 868 MHz (Short Range Devices) 
frequency band with a maximum radiated power of 25 milliWatt with a bit rate of 16.384 kilobit per 
second. It allows for both uni- and bidirectional communication and is characterized by low power 
consumption. Using the Ethernet, the KNXnet/IP specification allows data to be transmitted and routed 
over LAN networks and the internet by encapsulating KNX telegrams in the IP specification [90]. Due to 
the KNXnet/IP being based on connectionless communication transmission via Ethernet requires an IP 
stack with UDP (User Datagram Protocol). Both unicast and multicast telegrams are transmitted using 
UDP. In this configuration the KNX stack is put on top of the IP/UDP stack. This is referred to as the KNX 
common kernel, which has to be implemented for each device model. The IP/UDP stack is used as the 
interface to the system. KNXnet/IP translates KNX telegrams to UDP telegrams. In order to 
communicate with the whole system the KNX application accesses the API (Application Programming 
Interface) of the KNX stack [91]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in automated home and sustainable home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.12 OBIX 

OBIX (Open Building Information eXchange) is a standard for RESTful Web Services and XML-based 
interfaces to building control systems maintained by the OASIS Open Building Information eXchange 
Technical Committee. OASIS is a global, non-profit consortium that focuses on the development and 
adoption of e-business standards. The mission of the committee is to develop a publicly available web 
services interface specification and develop implementation guidelines for the use of the interface to 
enable interoperability and information exchange between disparate building control systems and 
enterprise systems [92].  

OBIX enable communication between building mechanical and electrical systems, and enterprise 
applications. Many current standards are not designed for the Internet. OBIX is useful for integration of 
systems and aims to be the vehicle that can take systems to the TCP/IP layer in a consistent manner. 
Building facilities are a significant area for organizations to include in enterprise systems, such as 
financial systems, CRM (customer relationship management), human resources and supply chain 
management. The OBIX standard allows for communication in for example heating and cooling (HVAC), 
elevators, laboratory equipment, life/safety systems, access control, intruder detection, A/V event 
management, CCTV monitoring etc. The building could be for instance integrated with the police’s and 
a security company’s IT system for intruder detection and CCTV monitoring through the OBIX standard 
interface [93].  

Assessment: 

Position: Business ecosystem integration in automated home. 

Maturity: High. 
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4.5.13 OpenADR 

Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) is a demand response system standard for the 
smart grid. The OpenADR alliance was formed 2010 by industry stakeholders with the mission to foster 
development, adoption and compliance of the OpenADR standards through collaboration, education, 
training, testing and certification. OpenADR is an open and standardized way for electricity providers 
and system operators to communicate DR signals with each other and customers using a common 
language over any existing IP-based communications network, such as the Internet. The OpenADR uses 
existing standards from OASIS, UCA and NAESB [94].  

Assessment: 

Position: Business ecosystem integration for sustainable home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.14 PROFINET 

PROFINET is an Industrial Ethernet standard based on IEEE 802.xx version of Industrial Ethernet. The 
standard is supported by PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI) for industrial applications and is 
designed to enable high-speed, secure data transfer between field devices from different 
manufacturers. There are 27 regional PI associations, 50 competence centers, 27 training centers, 11 
test labs and more than 1400 member companies. [95] The protocol developed by PI Working Groups 
involves over 500 engineers from major automation vendors [96]. 

The PROFINET protocol works over a wire with Industrial Ethernet and does not provide wireless 
transmission of data. Full duplex transmission is possible with a bit rate of 100 megabit per second. 
PROFINET relies on established standards from the IT world; non-time-critical data are transmitted over 
TCP/UDP and IP. The TCP/IP layers are bypassed to improve performance for critical services, allowing 
cycle rates in the sub-millisecond range with jitter in the sub-microsecond range. PROFINET makes use 
of standard Ethernet tools such as web browsers and the XML-based General Station Description 
Markup Language (GSDML) describes the properties and function of the PROFINET I/O field devices. 
The protocol is fully compatible with office Ethernet and hence can reside on a single network cable 
alongside other Industrial Ethernet protocols based on the Ethernet standard. Compatible protocols 
include the Ethernet/IP and Modbus/TCP. Energy management systems can make use of PROFIenergy 
profile which builds on the existing PROFINET protocol. Automation controllers on a PROFINET network 
determine when end devices are switched into sleep or off modes to save energy and does so by 
sending PROFIenergy commands. Different vendors can implement the profile, allowing 
interoperability and collaboration [96]. 

Assessment: 

Position is device integration in manufacturing home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.15 ROS 

Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open source meta-operating system for robots that provides 
services such as hardware abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of commonly-used 
functionality, message-passing between processes, and package management. It is a collection of tools, 
libraries and conventions aimed to simplify creating complex and robust robot behavior across a wide 
variety of robotic platforms. Being open source encourages collaborative development, accelerating 
the capabilities of the framework. For instance, one laboratory might have experts in mapping indoor 
environments, and could contribute a world-class system for producing maps. Another group might 
have experts at using maps to navigate, and yet another group might have discovered a computer 
vision approach that works well for recognizing small objects in clutter. ROS allows these groups to 
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collaborate and build upon each other’s work. Currently ROS only runs on Unix-based platforms [97] 
[98]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in automation home, healthy home and manufacturing home. 

Maturity: Low. 

4.5.16 Smart Energy Profile 2.0 

Smart energy profile 2.0 (SEP 2.0) is an international standard for utility management in the end 
user energy environment, providing Smart Grid services. Service functions include demand-response 
load control, pricing, metering, messaging, flow reservation, distributed energy resources, billing, and 
pre-payment. The standard is an application layer protocol working over TCP/IP and a variety of 
physical interfaces such as Ethernet, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, PLC, IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.11. The defined 
application protocol is an IEC 61968 common information model profile and uses its structure directly 
where possible, and subsets and extensions where needed. The standard follows a RESTful architecture 
using standard HTTP/HTTPS methods and XML/EXI schema definitions. Development is conducted by 
the SEP2 – Smart Energy Profile 2.0 standards development working group and the project still active 
[99] [100]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration in sustainable home. 

Maturity: High. 

4.5.17 Thread 

The thread protocol is maintained by the Thread group which was 
founded by seven companies, among them ARM, Google NEST and 
Samsung. The thread group is not another standards body, it will offer 
product certification to ensure security and interoperability. Thread 
provides a robust self-healing mesh network that uses open standards and 
IPv6 technology with 6LoWPAN as the foundation. Security is provided at 
network and application layers to ensure that all Thread networks are 
secure and well encrypted. Lower layers use the IEEE 802.15.4 radio 
standard which will keep manufacturers from having to design a new 
generation of hardware. See figure 15. Thread accommodates low power 
consumption through extensive support for sleepy nodes, short messaging 
to conserve bandwidth and power and its own routing protocol aimed at 
reducing network overhead and latency. The protocol is designed specifically for the home and 
supports appliances, access control, climate control, energy management, lighting, safety and security 
[101] [102]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration for automated home. 

Maturity: Low. 

4.5.18 WIA-FA 

WIA-FA (Wireless networks for Industrial Automation - Factory Automation) is a standard 
maintained by Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences. It is aimed towards the 
discrete manufacturing industry and helps promote the transformation of manufacturing industry from 
traditional low-cost mass production mode to high-end high added value individuality production mode 

Figure 15. Thread protocol stack 
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[103]. WIA-FA currently does not fulfill the requirements for a standard, but was approved to be made 
available to the public in 2014 [104]. 

The physical layer of WIA-FA is based on IEEE 802.11-2012 PHY. The data link layer is implemented 
by WIA-FA’s own protocol architecture to guarantee real-time, reliable and secure communication 
between WIA-FA field and access devices.  The application layer handles three types of application data 
between gateway device and field devices, including periodical measurement values (i.e. input data) 
and set point values (i.e. output data), requests and responses of attribute read and write access, and 
alarm reports in abnormal cases. To support the usages and transmissions for the different application 
data, WIA-FA defines corresponding application services and virtual communication relationships. The 
standard provides security functions such as device authentication, data integrity, data confidentiality, 
replay attack protection, key management and security alarm [104]. 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration for manufacturing home. 

Maturity: Low. 

4.5.19 ZigBee 

The ZigBee communication protocol, managed by the ZigBee Alliance which was conceived in 2002, 
is one of the first open protocols aimed for embedded applications. The protocol was created as a 
response to the growing emphasis on reducing natural resource waste where monitoring of 
surroundings was needed. Infrastructures that are extensive, intelligent, easy-to-deploy and low cost 
help bring about a solution to that need which the ZigBee protocol aims to enable [105]. 

ZigBee is a technical standard for a suite of high-level communication protocols using small, low-
power digital radios to create personal area networks (PAN). It is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, 
which specifies the physical layer and media access control for low-rate wireless PAN. ZigBee specifies 
communication for the network layer and application layer and includes components such as the 
ZigBee device objects (ZDO) and manufacturer-defined application objects, which allow for 
customization and favor total integration. ZDOs are responsible for among others device discovery and 
security, managing requests to join a network and keeping track of device roles. The application 
profiles allow multiple original equipment manufacturer vendors to create interoperable products 
[105]. 

The network topology that the protocol supports includes star and tree networks as well as generic 
mesh networks. Mesh networking is one of the more common use cases where each node relays data 
for the network. All nodes cooperate to ensure distribution of data in the network. If a path is broken 
due to a faulty node the message is rerouted though a different set of nodes to reach end destination 
[105]. 

ZigBee has designed three protocols at network level: ZigBee RF4CE, ZigBee PRO and ZigBee IP. 
These are not interoperable, meaning that when routing messages devices operating on different 
underlying network protocols require a special gateway that is equipped with both specifications to be 
able to communicate. The ZigBee IP network protocol is based on IPv6 and enables end-to-end 
networking with other IPv6 Internet protocols such as 6LowPAN, IPv6, PANA, RPL, TCP, TLS and UDP. 
Thus ZigBee IP enables devices to participate natively with other IPv6 enabled Ethernet, Wi-Fi and 
HomePlug devices without the need for intermediate gateway [106]. 

ZigBee 3.0 is currently under development and is expected to be ratified in Q4 2015. Similar to 
previous versions it is based on IEEE 802.15.4. For the networking layer ZigBee PRO is used, which also 
provides different profiles. The ZigBee 3.0 standard is backwards compatible with older versions and 
older versions forward compatible with ZigBee 3.0. The standard defines communication for more than 
130 devices, ranging from home automation, lighting, energy management, smart appliance, security, 
sensors and healthcare monitoring products [107]. 

Figure 16 displays the protocol stack for the ZigBee standard. 
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Figure 16. ZigBee IP stack versus ZigBee Pro and RF4CE [108] 

Assessment: 

Position: Device integration for automation home, sustainable home and healthy home. 

Maturity: High. 
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4.6 Analysis of selected standards 

Below follows a picture of the mapping of selected standards to its position on the standard 
landscape and an analysis for each domain and integration layer intersection. Finally standard gaps are 
presented. 

4.6.1 Standard landscape 

The standard landscape presented in figure 17 gives an overview of the positions of the standards, in 
what domain and at what integration layer they are applicable. 

4.6.1.1 Position analysis 

Position: Device integration – Automated home 

KNX, ZigBee, Bluetooth, Thread and IETF-IoT define their own protocols for communication at network 
layer and are competing in this position. Only Bluetooth 4.2, Thread and IETF-IoT use IPv6 natively and 
as such would appear on the same network. KNX and ZigBee may encapsulate messages in IPv6 
formats, but this requires a dedicated gateway. ROS would be used for robots providing either security 
services or helping out with chores. 

Position: Service integration – Automated home 

BACnet and AllJoyn both consolidate communication over various networks. The goal is to allow 
integration of services. In this regard they are competing. However, the device system bridge added by 

 

Figure 17. Standard landscape with included standards 
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Microsoft allows devices using BACnet to appear on an AllJoyn network. With this solution they may be 
merged or may collaborate. 

Position: Business ecosystem integration – Automated home 

OBIX specializes on the integration of building automation with third party IT systems, such as 
integrating CCTV monitoring with a security company’s IT system. 

Position: Device integration – Sustainable home 

KNX and ZigBee are competing standards. IEC 62056 and SEP 2.0 offer similar services and are 
competing regarding data formats and how data is exchanged. 

Position: Service integration – Sustainable home 

BACnet is the only protocol for sustainable home at service integration level. BACnet web services may 
be used to integrate demand response services to building control, proven to work successfully with 
OpenADR. 

Position: Business ecosystem integration – Sustainable home 

OpenADR is a demand response standard for the smart grid and integrates multiple actors. 

Position: Device integration – Healthy home 

Continua health alliance defines application profiles for devices in healthcare, using Bluetooth and 
ZigBee to power the devices. Bluetooth and ZigBee are used for different purposes; Bluetooth for 
mobile devices and ZigBee for networked sensors. They are therefore overlapping and not competing. 
ROS may be used for family robot. 

Position: Service integration – Healthy home 

HL7 works to integrate services from different healthcare applications. 

Position: Business ecosystem integration – Healthy home 

IHE works to make computer systems in hospitals interoperable. 

Position: Device integration – Manufacturing home 

ISA 100 wireless, PROFINET and WIA-FA are competing standards in device integration. EPC Gen 2 is 
used for RFID tags and ROS for manufacturing robots. 

Position: Service integration – Manufacturing home 

None of the investigated standards provides service integration. 

Position: Business ecosystem integration – Manufacturing home 

None of the investigated standards provides business ecosystem integration. 

Addendum to position analysis 

Thread and IETF-IoT may be applicable in sustainable and healthy home in the future, in either case 
providing protocol for lower level communication. The more mature standards ZigBee and Bluetooth 
offer application profiles which describes metadata of elements, policies and guidelines for a particular 
application. This provides a holistic solution for communication. Thread and IETF-IoT do not provide 
application profiles at the moment. 

AllJoyn would possibly be viable at service integration in all domains from a technological viewpoint. 
Yet no marketing or use cases have indicated that it is being used anywhere but in the automated 
home domain. 
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4.6.2 Standardization gaps 

The standardization efforts for each domain is progressing. Still there is no standard available for 
business ecosystem integration layer and service integration layer in manufacturing home. Appendix A 
displays the lack of standardization for the required communication use cases needed to realize the 
network manufacturing service. Standards are missing for the following communication use cases: 

 Personal manufacturing center – Home service robot 

No standard is available to communicate that manufacturing is done and that the home service 
robot should remove the product from the manufacturing center. 

 Packaging center – RFID tag 

The communication is possible, however a packaging center would have to be equipped with 
RFID tag hardware. 

 Home service robot – Packaging center 

No standard is available for the packaging center to communicate to the home service robot 
that product is misplaced or that it should be removed. 

 Home service robot – Waste station 

No standard is available to communicate to the home service robot that the waste station is 
full and needs to be emptied. 

 Logistics drone – Drone docking station 

No standard is available that allows the docking station to communicate its location to a drone. 

 Home service robot – Robot docking station 

No standard is available that allows the docking station to communicate its location to a robot. 

 Personal manufacturing center – Thermostat 

No standard is available that allows the personal manufacturing center to communicate 
optimal temperature environment to a thermostat before manufacturing. 

 Personal manufacturing center – Headset 

No standard is available that allows the headset to communicate to the manufacturing center 
that the headset is on. If the headset is not on then the manufacturing process is not started. 

 Personal manufacturing center – Bio medical wearable 

No standard is available that allows the bio medical wearable to communicate to the 
manufacturing center that the person who is present is alert. 

 Personal manufacturing center – Protective glasses 

No standard is available that allows the protective glasses to communicate to the 
manufacturing center that protective glasses are on. 

 Personal manufacturing center – Audio system 

No standard is available that allows the manufacturing center to communicate to the audio 
system that active noise cancellation should start. 

 Drone – RFID tag 

The communication is possible, however the drone would have to be equipped with RFID tag 
hardware. 

 Air quality sensor – Protective mask 

No standard is available that allows the air quality sensor to communicate with the protective 
mask. 

 Energy management system – PMC, docking station, packaging center, waste station 
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This communication is possible. SEP 2.0 is a generic protocol for energy management that is 
independent of underlying communication protocols. Manufacturers just need to implement 
the protocol for these products. 

Furthermore, to realize the vision of the manufacturing home a standard for conveying what 
resources a home has is needed, such as what available manufacturing tools its resolution and 
capabilities. This determines what manufacturing assignments are available. A home should also 
convey manufacturing capacity and workload. 

There are still problems of software and hardware compatibility for 3D printers. Printing according 
to designs require production models that specify build paths. While STL (StereoLithography) has 
become the standard file format for designs, many 3D printers use unique software to operate a 
specific machine. A 3D print file developed for one printer is not necessarily viable for use on another 
printer [109]. Standardization effort is needed in 3D printing software and CAD packages. 

In general, more standardization efforts are needed in healthy homes and manufacturing homes 
and in standardization for cross domain communication. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

5.1 Results 

The results show that the investigated domains will be relevant for future homes and society as 
well, adding their own unique value. Changes are driven both by a need for change and technologies 
that enable change. For instance, homes represent a large share of total energy consumption and 
leaves a large footprint on the environment. Solar PV, home batteries, smart meters and demand 
response mechanisms reduce energy consumption and shift consumption to distribute loads 
throughout the day. Population ageing and the risk of technological unemployment will affect the size 
of demand for healthcare related services. Home telecare will be a key strategy to cope with these 
challenges. Health monitoring, analytics and healthcare robots for individuals will improve health and 
awareness. As the share of freelancers increase more individuals will be looking for business 
opportunities. With 3D printing, a home can be used as a site for manufacturing which presents a 
business opportunity. The home and the described solutions will play a vital role in the future. 

The networked manufacturing service has shown how a service may require inclusion of services 
from all domains. Examples of conditions, events and device requirements have been presented that 
influence what services are integrated. For future work this demonstrates what kind of considerations 
should be made. 

The standardization efforts for each separate domain is progressing. It is evident however that the 
networked manufacturing service cannot be realized due to lack of standards. Further standardization 
is needed to achieve interoperability cross domain. The manufacturing home is a novel concept and it 
is clear in that no standards support the communication for its cross domain communication use cases. 
Standards from other domains also do not apply for devices in manufacturing home and vice versa. This 
is due to the manufacturing home being an industrial environment that sets higher requirement on 
performance and quality of service. ZigBee and protocols alike are not used in industrial settings as 
they do not provide the necessary performance. Standards in manufacturing home are not used in 
building automation because they are too complex and therefore not cost effective. Manufacturers 
implementing industrial protocols would need to dedicate more time to product development. 

A standard for business ecosystem integration in manufacturing home is required as the ERP 
system, or a similar system, should be able to coordinate with other businesses’ ERP system. 
Information about manufacturing tools, its resolution and capabilities should be standardized. Also, a 
manufacturing home’s manufacturing capacity, workload and other resources. 

5.2 Method 

The methodology used to answer the research questions comes with strengths and weaknesses. 
The positive aspect is that the thesis can give a full picture of the prospect of homes. Relevant 
communication use cases can be presented through the identification of trends, services and 
communication infrastructure. The technological part uses these findings from the business side and is 
therefore not decoupled from the real world. The standardization analysis can be linked to real 
communication needs. If no standards are available to realize the communication needs it can be 
reasoned that more standardization effort is needed. The weakness comes with the question whether 
it truly can be verified that a standardization gap exists as not all standards are included. This is quite 
problematic as there may exist a standard that could fulfill a communication need. There is a group 
currently developing a document with the aim to identify standardization gaps within IoT called ISO/IEC 
JTC1/SWG5 Ad Hoc Group 3. In the group’s 2014 preliminary report on IoT, over 400 standards are 
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included [110]. Therefore the standardization gaps identified in this thesis should be considered as 
potential standardization gaps, areas where more investigation is needed. 

This thesis includes frameworks for how to organize services, integrate services, derive the 
communication infrastructure, organize the standards and analyze their relationship. The frameworks 
work well to produce an overview picture. However, this thesis is not replicable. If this study would be 
conducted by a different person using the same methodology the result would be different. This is due 
to the trend and service conception and service integration being a creative process. This thesis also 
does not describe how a standard is chosen and assessment of maturity is highly subjective. The result 
is colored by the knowledge of the researcher and opinion of what information is important to include. 
This does not mean that the result does not provide value to the community. If relevant 
communication use cases can be presented while no apparent standard is available this signals that 
further standardization effort is needed. Integrating services has proven to be a useful to find need of 
standards spanning over domains. 

This study has been conducted by one person and is limited in scope. If this study is to be continued 
the current methodology should provide better traceability to accommodate growth. Integrated 
services should be indexed and corresponding device to device communication table linked to the 
index. Communication tables from integrated services are merged into one table to provide a holistic 
view and any duplicates of a communication use case erased. 

References are used to describe trends, potential services and standards throughout this thesis. 
References for trends and services have been chosen that come from either researchers or directly 
from companies. Many of the references describing standards are web references, but usually originate 
from the organization developing the standard or a standardization paper. References are to a high 
degree primary sources. 

5.3 Aspects of social and ethical importance 

The services presented in this thesis require a lot of information about the home and the people 
living in it. This raises questions about privacy, confidentiality and integrity. Should companies 
providing services have access to information as intimate as residents’ genetics, lifestyle, eating habits 
and overall health? Would CCTV cameras in the house be used for non-consensual monitoring of 
people? The only way to achieve full personalization of services is unfortunately to allow full access to 
information. Trust will be a key ingredient for service providers in that information is used responsibly 
and not shared with third parties. This may prove challenging in the aftermath of the Edward Snowden 
leak which disclosed information about NSA’s PRISM program. In an article in the verge [111] PRISM is 
described as a surveillance program that allowed the NSA to request data on specific people from the 
servers of companies like Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Microsoft, Apple, and others. Some of the same 
companies that want to make the home smart. This question will need to be addressed by companies 
that want to provide IoT services for homes. 

Connecting devices and appliances exposes the home to risks of cyber-attacks. The connected home 
is not only problematic in that a service provider has the ability to use a CCTV system maliciously, the 
CCTV system may be hacked from outside and used maliciously. Drones could be instructed to take off, 
an electronic lock unlocked, devices could be turned on and off, etc. One of the most popular 
standards, ZigBee, has recently found to be vulnerable to cyber-attacks. The vulnerabilities and how to 
attack ZigBee devices are described in Tobias Zillner’s paper “ZigBee exploited” [112]. The risks of 
threats to cyber security may hold back adoption of IoT homes. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions 

This thesis set out to provide a contemporary review of home automation and the standardization 
progress. It is evident that homes will transform in the coming years. Homes will become more 
comfortable, safe, secure, energy independent, waste efficient and will become a site for healthcare 
and manufacturing. Services will be integrated into each other to create greater value for residents. 
Eventually services and systems will scale, creating smart neighborhoods, communities and cities. The 
IoT home will become more important for people as its capabilities are augmented and it will be an 
important stepping stone for the Internet of Things. 

Standardization efforts have come a long way for each home domain, especially for automated and 
sustainable homes. Still potential standard gaps have been identified for communication use cases in 
the networked manufacturing service. No standards have been identified in manufacturing home for 
the service integration layer or business ecosystem integration layer. There are still problems of 
software and hardware compatibility for 3D printers. Standardization efforts are needed for 3D printing 
software. 

6.2 Further studies 

The thesis itself can be extended upon. The manufacturing domain could change name to 
working/business/productive domain so as to include intangible services that a person can offer. Stay-
at-home careers could be virtual assistant, product designer, programmer/web developer, translator, 
teacher, etc. Entertainment and education pose new service subjects that have not yet been 
investigated. More integrated services can be derived from fundamental services with the 
identification of its communication use cases. More standards may be included in the study. Wireless 
charging could prove interesting as standards in this area are currently being developed, for example 
Qi, A4WP, PoWiFi and Powermat. Furthermore, trends and technologies may shape homes in areas not 
considered in this thesis, creating new services and needs in standardization. 

 



 

 
  

Appendix A Device-device communication 

The table shows some of the device to device communication needed to realize the network manufacturing service 
described under heading 4.4.1. Examples of integrated services. Green coloring signifies that the standard supports the 
information transmitted for the device, yellow coloring means more effort is needed to support the device and white 
coloring that there currently is either no standard applicable for the device or no available standard. 

PMC = Personal manufacturing center; N.R = Not relevant; Sec = Secondary 

# Device 1 Device 2 Information/ 
control signal 

Standard Device 1 Device 2 

Mature Relevant Mature Relevant 

1 PMC 
Home service 
robot 

Manufacturing 
done 

WIA-FA Low Sec Low Sec 

ISA 100 Low Sec Low Sec 

PROFINET High Sec High Sec 

2 
Packaging 
center 

RFID tag Product info EPC Gen 2 High Sec High Core 

3 
Home service 
robot 

Packaging 
center 

Place and 
remove 
product 

WIA-FA Low Sec Low Sec 

ISA 100 Low Sec Low Sec 

PROFINET High Sec High Sec 

4 
Home service 
robot 

Waste station 
Station full 
remove waste 

WIA-FA Low Sec Low Sec 

ISA 100 Low Sec Low Sec 

PROFINET High Sec High Sec 

5 
Logistics 
drone 

Drone docking 
station 

Docking 
position 

Not 
available 

    

6 
Home service 
robot 

Robot docking 
station 

Docking 
position 

Not 
available 

    

7 PMC Thermostat Temperature 

ZigBee High N.R High Core 

AllJoyn Low N.R Low Core 

ISA 100 Low Sec Low N.R 

8 PMC Headset Headset on/off 

Bluetooth High N.R High Sec 

AllJoyn Low N.R Low N.R 

ISA 100 Low Sec Low N.R 

9 PMC 
Bio-medical 
wearable 

Person’s 
alertness 

Bluetooth High N.R High Core 

ZigBee High N.R High Sec 

ISA 100 Low Sec Low N.R 

10 PMC 
Protective 
glass 

Glass on/off 

Bluetooth High N.R High Sec 

AllJoyn Low N.R Low N.R 

ISA 100 Low Sec Low N.R 

11 PMC Audio system 
Start active 
noise 
cancellation 

Bluetooth High N.R High Sec 

AllJoyn Low N.R Low Sec 

 

 

 



 

 
 

# Device 1 Device 2 Information/ 
control signal 

Standard Device 1 Device 2 

Mature Relevant Mature Relevant 

12 Drone RFID tag 
Flight 
coordinates 

EPC Gen 2 High Sec High Core 

13 Smoke sensor Sprinkler 
Sprinkler 
start/stop 

AllJoyn Low Core Low Core 

BACnet High Core High Core 

KNX High Core High Core 

14 
Air quality 
sensor 

HVAC 
Ventilation 
increase/ 
decrease 

AllJoyn Low Core Low Core 

BACnet High Core High Core 

KNX High Core High Core 

15 
Air quality 
sensor 

Protective 
mask 

Mask on/off 

Bluetooth High Core High Sec 

ZigBee High Core High Sec 

AllJoyn Low Core Low N.R 

16 
Motion 
sensing 

Lights Lights on/off 

AllJoyn Low Core Low Core 

BACnet High Core High Core 

KNX High Core High Core 

17 Hygrometer HVAC 
Ventilation 
increase/ 
decrease 

AllJoyn Low Core Low Core 

BACnet High Core High Core 

KNX High Core High Core 

18 CCTV 
Security 
company IT 
system 

Intruder alarm 

OBIX High Core High Core 

BACnet High Core High Core 

AllJoyn Low Core Low Sec 

19 Smoke sensor 
Fire 
department IT 
system 

Fire alarm 

OBIX High Core High Core 

BACnet High Core High Core 

AllJoyn Low Core Low Sec 

20 

Energy 
management 
system 

PMC 

Demand 
response 
& load control 

SEP 2.0 High Core High Sec 

KNX High Core High Sec 

ZigBee High Core High Sec 

21 
Docking 
station 

SEP 2.0 High Core High Sec 

KNX High Core High Sec 

ZigBee High Core High Sec 

22 
Packaging 
center 

SEP 2.0 High Core High Sec 

KNX High Core High Sec 

ZigBee High Core High Sec 

23 Waste station 

SEP 2.0 High Core High Sec 

KNX High Core High Sec 

ZigBee High Core High Sec 
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